
H/S Commitee meetng 1/5/19

Call to order 7 PM

Roll call

Chairman

Referee

B rider rep 

Quad rep

Women Rep

BSTR

CFTR

DDR

NCTB

OSDR

PBTTR

SADRA

SUNRUNNERS

TCTR

Old business

 Moton Randy Rash

Second Pete Rose

FTR Rule Change Proposal

Submited By: _Randy Rash________________________________________ Date: _________________

Email: ______motodadfa19@aol.com_____________________   Phone: _________________________

Circle One: New Rule Clarifcaton of Rule Deleton of Rule Safety Critcal

Summary of Proposal (What is to be accomplished)



Create non-points paying mini classes were a new member can get started on non-current and trail-
oriented bikes with the hope they will move into the competton classes. 

Current Rule (Copy and paste from rule book – cite chapter, paragraph, etc. of every secton that is 
afected)

None

Current Risk (Negatve consequences should a change not be made)

None

Proposed Soluton (Write rule in exact detail how it should be incorporate into the rule book. Include 
every secton of the rule book the proposal will afect)

Mini beginner 1

70-85cc two stroke 86-150cc four stroke

Age 9-14

Mini beginner 2

51-65cc two stroke 52-110cc four stroke

Age7-12

No year end points for either class

Number plates white black numbers small ½

Chapter 3 secton D #1 rider classifcaton

Chapter 3 secton L competton apparel & equipment #6 equipment

Chapter 6 secton C # 2 race schedule

Race 6 12:15 PM – 1:45 PM

Row 1 - Mini A

Row 2 - Mini B

Row 3 - 65A

Row 4 - Mini C, Mini Girls

Row 5 - 65B

Row 6 - 65C, 65 Girls

Row 7 mini beginner 1

Row 8 mini beginner 2

Second vote



13 for 0 against

New Business

Rulebook Change.

Page 23

Secton C. Event Rules.

Item#l

Delete

C. Event Rules

1. The start must be a dead-engine start with the rider positoned fve to ten feet away from

the motorcycle. At the starter's signal, the riders will run toward the motorcycles, start them

and ride. From a dead engine start, Quad racers will be positoned on their Quads with both

hands on the top of their helmet. At the starter's signal, they will start their engines and ride.

Sportsman-2 riders will start sitng on their bikes with engine of, approximately 30 seconds

behind the rest of their row on the starter's signal.

Replace with:

C. Event Rules.

1. Riders shall line up on their assigned Startng Row on a frst come basis when directed by

the race ofcial. No one is permited on the Start Line untl authorized. Riders are allowed

One (1) crew member.

1. The Riders Meetng will be conducted on the Start Line. All riders are responsible for

atending. Machines must be dead engine during Riders Meetng.

2. FTR is a dead engine start (with the excepton of Pee Wee's). When the track is cleared

for the start:

a. The blue fag will signal all riders to shut down their engines. Riders who fail

to do this will be penalized one (1) lap.

b. At 30 seconds before the startng tme the Starter will sound a warning and

the rider will be positoned ten feet away from the motorcycle.



c. At 10 seconds before the startng tme the Starter will sound a warning. At the

end of the 10± seconds the Startng horn will sound signaling the start of the

race. Quad racers will be positoned on their Quads with both hands on their

helmet. At the starter's signal, they will start their engines and ride.

d. Sportsman-2 riders will start approximately 30 seconds behind the rest of

their row on the starter's signal.

3. Riders startng of with the wrong row will be penalized one (1) lap.

4. Riders missing the start of their class must enter the race course at the Start Line.

5. The machine a rider leaves the Start Line with is the ofcial machine of the rider for that

event, and may not be switched during the event.

6. Quad riders are required to start the event with their tether cord properly afxed to the

moton Randy Rash

second Dan Aitken

vote 14 for 0 against

8:10

Moton to adjourn Allen Pierce

Second Pete Rose


